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interesting facts about east timor just fun facts - east timor or timor leste is a sovereign state in maritime southeast asia
the official name of the country is the democratic republic of timor leste it comprises the eastern half of the island of timor
the small nearby islands of atauro and jaco and oecusse an exclave on the northwestern side of the island surrounded by
indonesian west timor, east timor geography history facts britannica com - east timor island country in the eastern
lesser sunda islands at the southern extreme of the malay archipelago it occupies the eastern half of the island of timor the
small nearby islands of atauro kambing and jaco and the enclave of ambeno including the town of pante makasar on the
northwestern coast of timor dili is the capital and largest city, interesting facts about east timor travelingeast - 3 the
currency used in east timor is the same as the currency used in the hawaiian islands the us dollar 4 east timor has its own
centavo coins whose values are equal to their us cent counterparts 5 as of 2011 east timor does not mint its own coins east
timor centavo coins are minted in portugal 6, timor leste facts east timor factsking com - important and interesting facts
about timor leste east timor or timor leste is a country in maritime southeast asia it comprises the eastern half of the island
of timor the nearby islands of atauro and jaco and oecusse an exclave on the northwestern side of the island within
indonesian west timor, east timor facts for kids - the people of east timor hope the future will be better oil deposits
underneath the ocean floor could make the country wealthy doctors are coming to the country to provide medical care fun
facts about east timor for kids 947 000 people live in east timor east timor has 5 640 square miles, east timor or timor
leste facts and history - east timor is a parliamentary democracy in which the president is head of state and the prime
minister is head of government the president is directly elected to this largely ceremonial post he or she appoints the leader
of the majority party in parliament as prime minister
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